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1.1 On introduction of the Multi Year Tariff (MYT) procedure under the West Bengal 

Electricity Regulatory Commission (Terms and Conditions of Tariff) Regulations, 

2007 (referred to as the “Tariff Regulations” hereinafter) notified under No. 

31/WBERC dated 09.02.2007, the West Bengal Electricity Regulatory Commission 

(referred to as “the Commission” hereinafter) determined the tariff of the DPSC 

Limited (DPSCL in short) for the first single year control period, i.e., the financial year 

2007-08 by an order dated 26.07.2007 in case No. TP-32/07-08. The base year, as 

defined in the Tariff Regulations, was the financial year 2006-07. In terms of the 

provisions contained in the regulation 2.6 of the Tariff Regulations, the generating 

companies or the licensees, as the case may be, are subject to an Annual 

Performance Review (APR in short) for the base year for carrying out the adjustment 

arising out of such review in the manner as specified  therein. Accordingly, DPSCL 

submitted its application for the same on 31st March, 2008 providing the requisite 

data/information in the specified proforma along with the copy of its audited annual 

accounts for the concerned year. The application was admitted by the Commission 

for processing and the same was numbered as APR-4/07-08. 

 1.2 The APR is to cover the annual fixed charges allowed to the licensee, incentives and 

the effect of gain sharing as per Schedule -10 and Schedule - 9B to the Tariff 

Regulations. No element of performance incentive or gain sharing on account of 

achieving better operational norms, however, was considered for DPSCL while fixing 

tariff for the year 2006-07. Moreover, the incentives and the sharing of gains in terms 

of the referred schedules to the Tariff Regulations are made allowable for the years 

2008-09 onwards. 

1.3 The APR for the base year 2006-07 is, therefore, the review of the different factor 

elements of fixed charges, categorized as controllable and uncontrollable, allowed to 

the applicant through the Aggregate Revenue Requirements (ARR) for the year 

2006-07 vis-à-vis the actuals as per audited accounts. The Tariff Regulations (vide 

regulation 2.5.1) provides that the variations out of uncontrollable factors of expenses 

are to be passed through the tariff in an appropriate manner as may be decided by 

the Commission. The variations arising out of the controllable factors shall, however, 

be on the accounts of the licensee. 
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1.4 The referred application of DPSCL for the year 2006-07, i.e., the base year for the    

first single year control period 2007-08 under the Multi Year Tariff (MYT) approach is 

being viewed in the subsequent parts of this order. 
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2.1 The uncontrollable elements of fixed charges are those elements where variations of 

actual expenditure with the expenditure allowed by the Commission in the tariff order for 

the concerned year shall be considered by prudent check. The amounts of actual 

expenses/charges under different accounts are, therefore, to be considered for carrying 

out the positive or negative adjustments, as the case may be. The review of the each of 

such uncontrollable head of fixed charges with reference to the ARR and the actuals 

based on the audited accounts of DPSCL is being taken up hereunder one by one. 

2.2 Employee Cost  

DPSCL  was allowed a total amount of Rs 1807.85 lakh in the tariff for the year 2006-07 

towards employee cost which includes salaries, wages, bonus, contribution to provident 

fund, etc. as well as staff welfare expenses. The total amount of expenses incurred on 

this uncontrollable head of account, as per audited accounts, was Rs 2217.85 lakh 

including Rs 3.23 lakh towards Directors’ fees etc. It has been clarified by DPSCL that 

the total amount charged to accounts included the amount of ad-hoc festival advances 

given to the employees in the years 2002-03 to 2005-06, amortization of VRS expenses 

allowed earlier and commission paid to the Managing Director. The actual chargeable 

expenses pertaining to the year 2006-07 under the head employee cost came to Rs 

2076.25 lakh and DPSCL has claimed that amount for carrying out adjustments through 

APR. The Commission, has admitted in APR the amount of Rs. 2076.25 lakh as 

employee cost for 2006-07. The allocations of the admitted amount to the generating 

stations and distribution system as proposed by DPSCL and the net adjustment are 

shown below in the table.                  

                         (Rs. in lakh) 

Employee Cost  
Admitted in APR for 2006-07 Admitted in 

Tariff Order for 
2006-07 Dishergarh 

TPS 
Chinakuri 

TPS 
Distribution 

System 
  Total Net 

Adjustment 
1807.85 345.23 539.10 1191.92 2076.25 (+) 268.40 
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2.3     Water Charges 

The cess / expenses paid for getting water supply to the generating stations of DPSCL 

are uncontrollable as categorised in the Tariff Regulations. The actual expenses in this 

regard came to Rs 7.49 lakh for 2006-07 as against Rs 16.97 lakh allowed through the 

tariff for the concerned year. A negative adjustment of Rs 9.48 lakh is, therefore, given 

effect to, through the APR for 2006-07 and the same is allocated to the generating 

stations as proposed by DPSCL. Such allocations and the net adjustment are shown 

below in the table.         

                  (Rs. in lakh)  

Water Charges 
Admitted In APR For 2006 - 07 Admitted in 

Tariff Order for 
 2006 – 07 

Dishergarh 
TPS 

Chinakuri 
TPS 

Total Net Adjustment 

16.97 0.38 7.11 7.49 (-) 9.48 

2.4  Coal and Ash handling charges 

   An amount of Rs. 75.36 lakh was allowed in tariff for 2006-07 towards coal and ash 

handling charges as was projected by DPSCL. The generation target for concerned year 

was 258.35 MU whereas generation fell short of the target by 5.96 MU whereas the 

actual amount of expenses incurred was 83.48 lakh. The Commission does not find any 

reasonable ground for admitting the excess expenditure incurred for carrying out positive 

adjustments.The Commission has rather made a negative adjustment of Rs 1.74 lakh for 

reduced generation compared to the target generation as per the tariff order for 2006-07 

and the same is allocated to the generating stations of DPSCL in proportion to the 

amounts as proposed by DPSCL for its power stations as shown in the following table.  

                     (Rs. in lakh) 

Coal and Ash handling Expenses  
Admitted In APR For 2006 - 07 Admitted in Tariff 

Order for 2006 – 07 Dishergarh 
TPS 

Chinakuri 
TPS 

Total Net Adjustment 

75.36 30.91 42.71 73.62 (-) 1.74 
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2.5 Operation & Maintenance Expenses 

The expenses allowed in the tariff order for 2006-07 under different heads of Operation 

and Maintenance Expenses (O & M expenses) and the reported amount of actual 

expenses incurred against each of such heads are as under: -- 

       (Rs. in lakh) 

Sl No. Head of Expenses As per Tariff Order Actual Expenses 

1. Repairs & Maintenance 
(including cost of 
consumables) 

473.34 621.64 

2. Rent, Rates & Taxes 17.42 22.12 

3. Legal & Professional Charges 12.00 23.07 

4. Audit fees and expenses 13.45 15.15 

5. Others Administrative & 
General expense 

472.06 531.96 

Total 988.27 1213.94 

 

APR being introduced under the Tariff Regulations, and controllable/uncontrollable items    

being  identified  under Tariff Regulations only, Operation and Maintenance expenses   

have been considered as controllable item. As rent and lease charges, legal charges,  

Auditor’s expenses, cost of repair and maintenance including consumables, insurance 

and Administrative and General expenses are elements of Operation and Maintenance  

expenses,  all  these  elements have been clubbed together under the head of O & M 

expenses for consideration. As the actual expenses in 2006-07 under the head O & M 

are more than the amount allowed in the tariff for 2006-07 the Commission admits O & 

M expenses at the same level as allowed in the tariff order for 2006-07 and allocates the 

admitted amount to the generating stations and distribution system as proposed by 

DPSCL  as shown below.           

             (Rs. in lakh) 

Operation & Maintenance Expenses 
Admitted in APR for 2006-07 As per Tariff 

Order for 
2006-07 

Dishergarh 
TPS 

Chinakuri 
TPS 

Distribution 
System 

Total Net Adjustment 

988.27 97.21 340.90 550.16 988.27 0.00 
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2.6 Taxes on Income 

 An estimated amount of Rs 4.16 lakh was claimed by DPSCL for the year 2006-07 

towards taxes on income and the same was allowed through tariff  subject to adjustment 

in future as per the assessment and audit reports (vide paragraph 7.5 of the tariff order 

for the concerned year). As the consolidated position has now been submitted by 

DPSCL  the adjustments on this account will be as under:-  

Tax payable 
as assessed 

As per tariff order Particulars 

(Rs. in lakh) 
i)  Total tax assessed up to the previous 

year 2005-06 vis-à-vis allowed in tariff 

 
 

150.73 

 
 

190.00 
ii)  Estimated liability as projected by 

DPSCL and amount allowed in tariff for 

the previous year 2006-07 

 
 

 74.26 

 
 

    4.16 

 Total 224.99 194.16 

iii)  Positive adjustment now required     30.83 

 224.99  224.99 

 

 Thus DPSCL is allowed Rs 34.99 lakh after making a positive adjustment of Rs 30.83 

lakh as per latest position submitted by DPSCL. Although DPSCL has paid Rs 91.57 

lakh as per MAT for 2006-07, but since this amount is adjustable with the tax assessed, 

the Commission has not considered the same for inclusion in APR. However, beside 

Income Tax, DPSCL has also paid Fringe Benefit Tax of Rs 28.50 lakh and the same is 

admitted by the Commission. Thus the total admitted amount on this score comes to Rs 

63.49 lakh in APR. DPSCL has also claimed Rs 0.74 lakh for payment of Purchase Tax, 

Sales Tax and Value Added Tax separately which is not admitted by the Commission 

being cost included under Purchase Cost. The admitted amount has been allocated 

prudently to the generating stations and distribution system as shown below. 
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Rs. in lakh 
Taxes on Income 

Admitted in APR for 2006-07 As per Tariff 
Order for 2006-07 Dishergarh 

TPS 
Chinakuri 

TPS 
Distribution 

System 
Total Net 

Adjustment 
4.16 2.57 11.75 49.17 63.49 (+) 59.33 

 

2.7 Interest on Working Capital 

DPSCL was allowed Rs 337.18 lakh towards interest on working capital in the tariff order 

for 2006-07. DPSCL has claimed Rs 197.81 lakh in APR being actual interest paid on 

this score in 2006-07. As per regulation 4.6.5.2 of the Tariff Regulations, actual rate of 

interest of borrowing is allowable if it is equal to or less than short term prime lending 

rate of State Bank of India (SBI) as on the 1st April of the year preceeding the year for 

which tariff is proposed to be determined. Weighted average of actual rate of interest 

paid is 8.66 % being less than the short term prime lending rate of SBI which was 10.25 

%, the Commission admits the amount of interest of Rs 197.81 lakh actually paid in 

2006-07 thus requiring a negative adjustment of Rs 139.37 lakh which is allocated to the 

generating stations and distribution system on the basis of segmentwise working capital 

requirements. 

           (Rs. in lakh) 

Interest on Working Capital 
Admitted in APR for 2006-07 As per Tariff 

Order for 2006-07 Dishergarh 
TPS 

Chinakuri 
TPS 

Distribution 
System 

Total Net 
Adjustment 

337.18 7.99 36.61 153.21 197.81 (-) 139.37 
 

   

2.8 Interest and Finance Charges 

2.8.1   In the tariff application for the year 2006-07, DPSCL had asked for provisions of Rs 36.91 

lakh towards interest on loan capital and Rs 38.11 lakh towards finance charges. As no 

rational estimate of the total amount of projected additions to the value of fixed assets 

during the concerned year as well as the financing tie up for the same could be 

submitted, the Commission did not consider any provisions in regard to interest on loan 
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capital. DPSCL was, however, asked to come out with actual status and it was 

stipulated, vide paragraph 7.3.1 of the tariff order for the year 2006-07, that any 

variations in the amount of notional capital borrowings as well as in the amount of 

interest element would be considered for adjustments at the time of fixing future tariff. It 

now comes out from the audited accounts (vide schedule-4) that the actual net additions 

in the gross block of fixed assets during the year 2006-07 was Rs 765.08 lakh. The 

notional borrowing on such capital addition in 70:30 Debt Equity ratio comes to Rs 

535.56 lakh. The rate of borrowings from the State Bank of India, as per the submission, 

was 11%. The Commission, thus, considers to allow interest on Rs. 535.56 lakh of 

notional borrowing @ 11% for six months as prayed for by DPSCL. The admitted 

amount of Rs 29.46 lakh on this account is allocated to the generating stations and 

distribution system on the basis of the purpose of the loan. Such allocations are shown 

in the following table. 

           (Rs. in lakh) 

Interest on Loan Capital 
Admitted in APR for 2006-07 As per Tariff 

Order for 2006-07 Dishergarh 
TPS 

Chinakuri 
TPS 

Distribution 
System 

Total Net 
Adjustment 

0.00 0.29 2.92 26.25 29.46 (+) 29.46 
 

2.8.2   As against Rs 36.91 lakh claimed in the tariff application of 2006-07, Rs 12.59 lakh was 

allowed by the Commission in the tariff order for finance charges. In APR application, 

DPSCL has shown that actual expenses on this score was Rs 12.69 lakh which is 

admitted by the Commission and allocated prudently to the generating stations and 

distribution system according to the purpose of this expense as shown in the following 

table. 

              (Rs. in lakh) 

Finance Charges 
Admitted in APR for 2006-07 As per Tariff 

Order for 2006-07 Dishergarh 
TPS 

Chinakuri 
TPS 

Distribution 
System 

Total Net 
Adjustment 

12.59 0.51 2.35 9.83 12.69 (+) 0.10 
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2.9      Interest on Consumers’ Security 

In regard to interest on consumer’s security deposits, it has been observed that the 

actual expenditure incurred by the applicant was Rs 13.43 lakh as against Rs 11.53 lakh 

allowed in the tariff order for 2006-07. The Commission, therefore, considers allowing 

positive adjustment of Rs 1.90 lakh and allows such expenses on distribution system 

head only. 

2.10 Depreciation 

Depreciation has been categorized as a controllable item of fixed charges, vide item at 

5th row of the Table 2.5-1 of the Tariff Regulations. DPSCL is to charge depreciation 

following the methods and rates specified in regulation 4.6.2 read with Annexure-A to the 

Tariff Regulations, and as such, the amount of the chargeable depreciation on the 

original cost of assets already in use at the time of the submission of the tariff application 

can precisely be worked out and to that extent it is controllable. But the amount of 

depreciation chargeable on the value of the fixed assets subsequently capitalized during 

the year or withdrawn from the operation may vary with the projected amount depending 

on the variations in the projected amount of capitalization/withdrawal. The amount of 

depreciation allowed to DPSCL was Rs 320.46 lakh in the tariff order for 2006-07. The 

actual amount of chargeable depreciation on assets in use at the rates stipulated under 

the Tariff Regulations aggregated to Rs 310.99 lakh. The Commission therefore, has 

admitted the amount of Rs 310.99 lakh under APR for 2006-07 along with the following 

allocations to generating stations and distribution system as per depreciation chargeable 

to the corresponding fixed assets and also with the following net adjustment.   

            

          (Rs. in lakh) 

Depreciation 
Admitted in APR for 2006-07 As  per Tariff 

Order for 2006-07 Dishergarh 
TPS 

Chinakuri 
TPS 

Distribution 
System 

Total Net 
Adjustment 

320.46 20.06 93.03 197.90 310.99 (-) 9.47 
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2.11 Reserve for Unforeseen Exigencies 

DPSCL was allowed an amount of Rs 21.86 lakh towards reserve for unforeseen 

exigencies computed @ 0.25% of the value of projected gross fixed assets at the 

beginning of the financial year 2006-07 under the provisions of regulation 4.9 of the 

Commission’s Tariff Regulations, 2005. The actual amount of such reserve created for 

the year is Rs 21.30 lakh based on actual gross fixed asset at the beginning of the year 

2006-07. The Commission decides to make a negative adjustment of Rs 0.56 lakh in this 

regard in APR. It is observed that DPSCL has so far invested Rs 21.24 lakh upto the end 

of 2006-07 on this score. DPSCL is directed to take necessary corrective action to invest 

the amount following the guidelines provided in the Tariff Regulations. Income from such 

investments of Reserve for Unforeseen Exigencies shall be reinvested for the same 

purpose and shall be shown separately in the application of APR or tariff, as the case 

may be, supported by necessary audited data for any year. Moreover, this income 

should not be considered under income from non-tariff sources for the determination of 

Net Aggregate Revenue Requirement in APR or tariff for any year. The Commission 

decided to allocate the admissible amount in the proportion to the generating stations 

and distribution system based on the corresponding opening gross fixed assets for the 

year 2006-07 as shown below: 

Rs. in lakh 
Reserve for Unforeseen Exigencies 

Admitted in APR for 2006-07 As  per Tariff 
Order for 2006-07 Dishergarh 

TPS 
Chinakuri 

TPS 
Distribution 

System 
Total Net 

Adjustment 
21.86 1.52 5.00 14.78 21.30 (-) 0.56 

 

2.12     Return on Equity Base 

Equity base for allowing return to the licensees at the specified rate is an uncontrollable 

factor in terms of the Tariff Regulations. DPSCL was allowed return on equity of Rs. 

920.01 lakh on the projected average equity base of Rs 6576.14 lakh in the tariff order 

for 2006-07. The actual average equity base for the year came to Rs 7178.87 lakh (vide 

submission of Form 1.20 (a) and accordingly, the allowable return @ 14% comes to Rs 

1005.04 lakh, say Rs 1005 lakh. A positive adjustment of Rs 84.99 lakh is, therefore 

found needed on this account. The Commission, therefore admitted the amount of Rs 
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1005 lakh in APR for 2006-07 along with following allocations to generating stations and 

distribution system in proportion to the corresponding average gross fixed assets and 

the net adjustment.             

Rs. in lakh 
Return on Equity 

Admitted in APR for 2006-07 As per Tariff 
Order for 2006-07 Dishergarh 

TPS 
Chinakuri 

TPS 
Distribution 

System 
Total Net 

Adjustment 
920.01 68.66 234.46 701.88 1005.00 (+) 84.99 

 

2.13 Lease Rental 

In terms of regulation 4.6.6 of the Tariff Regulations, actual lease rent of Rs 351.15 lakh 

paid during 2006-07 for Chinakuri Power Station is admitted separately against Rs 350 

lakh allowed in the tariff order for 2006-07. 

2.14 Other Non-Tariff Income 
 

In terms of the Tariff Regulations, non-tariff income is a controllable factor. That means 

any variation in the amount of non-tariff income considered during determination of ARR 

and tariff for a year is not subject to adjustment in APR for that year. The Commission, 

however, feels that non-tariff income should be an uncontrollable factor in line with the 

provisions of sections 41 and 51 of the Electricity Act, 2003 and therefore should be 

adjusted accordingly in APR. The Commission, therefore, in exercise of the power 

conferred by regulation 6.4 of the Tariff Regulations, is making such adjustment for 

meeting the ends of justice. Non-tariff income as allowed in the tariff order for 2006-07 

was Rs 188.78 lakh but actual income on this score as per audited accounts is Rs 

408.31 lakh. On actual basis, the Commission admits Rs 408.31 lakh in APR. The 

allocation of admitted non-tariff income to generating stations and distribution system 

has been made based on the nature and source of income as shown in the table below:   

         

Rs. in lakh 
Non Tariff Income 

Admitted in APR for 2006-07 As per Tariff 
Order for 2006-07 Dishergarh 

TPS 
Chinakuri 

TPS 
Distribution 

System 
Total Net 

Adjustment 
188.78 40.46 117.23 250.62 408.31 (-) 219.53 
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3.1. Based on the foregoing analyses and admission of the adjustments under different 

uncontrollable factors/elements of fixed charges, the Commission now proceeds to sum 

up the findings and to ascertain the total amount adjustable under the Annual 

Performance Review (APR) for the year 2006-07. In the statement below, the figures in 

respect of expenses/factors being controllable in nature and to the extent applicable as 

per the Tariff Regulations have been extracted from the tariff order for the concerned 

year. The expenses/elements of fixed charges defined/considered as uncontrollable 

have been taken after carrying out adjustments under the respective heads as explained 

in the previous chapter. 

     

Amount in Rs. in lakh Sl 
No 

Particulars 
As Per 

Tariff Order 
As Admitted 

in APR 

 1 Employee cost 1807.85 2076.25 

Operation & Maintenance expenses (O & M 
expenses) 

  

(a) Repairs and Maintenance (including 
consumables) 

473.34 

(b) Rent, Rates and Taxes 17.42 

(c)Legal Charges 12.00 

(d) Audit Fees 13.45 

(e)Other Administrative and General Charges 472.06 

 

 

 

 

 

 2 

Total O & M Expenses [(a) to (e)] 988.27 988.27 

 3 Coal and Ash Handling Expenses 75.36 73.62 

 4 Water Charges 16.97 7.49 

 5 Interest & Finance Charges 12.59 42.15 

 6 Interest on Normative Working Capital 337.18 197.81 

 7 Interest on Security Deposit 11.53 13.43 

 8 Lease Rental 350.00 351.15 

 9 Depreciation 320.46 310.99 

10 Income Tax 4.16 63.49 

11 Reserve for Unforeseen Exigencies 21.86 21.30 

12 Reasonable Return 920.01 1005.00 

13 Gross Fixed Charges for 2006-07 4866.24 5150.95 

14 Less: Income from  Non-tariff sources 188.78 408.31 

15 Net Fixed Charges for 2006-07 4677.46 4742.64 
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3.2 Out of the amount of Rs 4742.64 lakh admitted in APR for 2006-07 as the Net Fixed 

Charges for 2006-07, as shown in paragraph 3.1, Rs 534.88 lakh, Rs 1549.87 lakh and 

Rs 2657.89 lakh are allocated to Dishergarh generating station, Chinakuri generating 

station and distribution system respectively based on the aggregate of different heads 

for each generating station and distribution system separately as discussed in Chapter-2 

of this order. 

3.3 During 2006-07, the revenue realized from the consumers is Rs. 29701.67 lakh, as per 

DPSCL’s submission in the application for APR. The variable cost realizable by DPSCL 

for 2006-07 is Rs. 25153.83 lakh based on actual variable cost as determined by the 

Commission in its Order dated 31.01.2008 in Cases Nos. FPPCA-9/06-07, FPPCA-

10/06-07 and FPPCA-19/07-08 for FPPCA for 2006-07. 

 

3.4 Based on the Net Fixed Charges of DPSCL for 2006-07 determined in APR as shown in  

paragraph 3.1, the total variable cost  of DPSCL determined by the Commission in 

FPPCA for 2006-07 and the actual sales revenue realized by DPSCL during 2006-07, 

the amount of excess recovery  from the consumers of DPSCL works out as under : 

 

Sl 
No 

PARTICULARS 
Amount 

in Rs 
Lakhs 

1 VARIABLE COST ALLOWED IN FPPCA = 25153.83 

2 NET FIXED COST ALLOWED IN APR = 4742.64 

3 TOTAL REALIZABLE SALES REVENUE(1+2) = 29896.47 

4 ACTUAL SALES REVENUE REALISED AGIANST TARIFF ORDER = 29701.67 

5 ADDITIONAL SALES REVENUE REALISED AGIANST FPPCA ORDER = 2274.32 

6 AMOUNT OF EXCESS RECOVERY (4+5-3) = 2079.52 

 

 

3.5 It appears from above that DPSCL has made excess recovery from its consumers of the 

order of Rs. 2079.52 lakh for the year 2006-07 and, in terms of the Tariff Regulations, 

there shall be negative adjustment of the entire refundable  amount of  Rs. 2079.52  lakh 

or part thereof with the ARR of 2008-09 or that of any other ensuing year of DPSCL, as 
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may be decided by the Commission. The allocations of the refundable amount of Rs. 

2079.52 lakh to Dishergarh generating station, Chinakuri generating station and 

distribution system are Rs. 234.53 lakh, Rs. 679.58 lakh, and Rs. 1165.41 respectively in 

proportion to the allocations made to the generating stations and distribution system as 

shown in paragraph 3.2. 

3.6 The instant order is based on the careful consideration of the facts and figures brought by 

DPSCL in its application for APR in the specified formats and in its audited statement of 

accounts. This, being the first year of such APR and for carrying out adjustments 

accordingly, there may still remain some grey areas on which DPSCL may differ. The 

Commission permits DPSCL to submit its representations on those areas through the 

application for APR for the next base year, i.e., 2007-08. At the same time, the 

Commission may also, sou-moto take up any further adjustment, if so found necessary on 

the basis of subsequent revelation of the related facts and figures. 

 

                               Sd/-                                                                          Sd/- 
  (R. P. Samaddar)     (Prititosh Ray) 
           Member           Member 
 
 
      Dated: 15.09.2008 


